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CONTENT AND TASK DECISIONS 
 
Grade Level(s):  Kindergarten 
 
Description of the Task:  Students will use pattern blocks to create monsters and describe their monster 
to a partner so they can create the identical monster without seeing the original monster. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Content Standards:  
 
K.G.1: Describe the positions of objects and geometric shapes in space using the terms inside, outside, 
between, above, below, near, far, under, over, up, down, behind, in front of, next to, to the left of and to 
the right of. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Process Standards:  
 
PS.5: Use appropriate tools strategically:  Students will use their pattern blocks to create monsters.  They 
students will make these using paper shapes cut out and glued onto paper for their monster.  They will 
also be recording the number of each pattern block shape they use for a partner activity. 
 
PS.6: Attend to precision:  Students will work with a partner to describe their monster so that when 
given verbal instructions, the partner will be able to create the exact same monster the creator described. 
All paper monsters will then be laminated and placed in the Math Stations area for students to use again. 
 
Mathematics Content Goals:  
 
Students will understand that pattern block shapes can be used to create new objects and designs. 
 
Language Objectives:  
 
Construct/compose monsters from pattern blocks and provide a verbal description to a partner so he/she 
can reproduce the monster. 
 
 
Materials:  

 
Paper pattern block shapes in correct colors 
Construction paper 
Pattern block recording sheets 
Glue 
Scissors 
Math Monsters Activity by Molly Lynch at Teachers Pay Teachers 
Wood or foam pattern blocks 
 
 
THE LESSON 



DAY 1 
 
Before:  
● Activate prior knowledge:  Read a story that includes some type of monsters.  Talk about the 

monsters and what they look like.  “Some monsters may have two heads, some may have no 
hands and four feet, some may have four hands and two feet, etc.”  Observe and discuss different 
characteristics of the monsters.  “Today we are going to make monsters using our pattern block 
shapes.”  Review the shapes with the students.  Have them close their eyes and visualize what 
their monster may look like. 

● Be sure the problem is understood:  Have the students cut out their shapes or provide pre-cut 
bags of shapes for each student.  Have the students place the shapes on the construction paper to 
create a monster but do NOT let them glue the shapes on at this point.  The following questions 
can be asked: 
○ What type of monster are you making? 
○ Which blocks are you using for the head, arms, legs, etc.? 
○ Do you have enough blocks to create the monster you visualized? 

● Establish clear expectations:  Have the children first just lay the pattern block pieces on the 
paper to create the monster. Make sure to talk to each child and observe their creations before 
they glue their shapes on the paper.  After they have created their monster they will need to 
record the number of each shape they used on the Pattern Block recording sheet. 

 
During: Students will determine where they want to work on their monster creations.  They will make 
these independently.  They will use their monster on Day 2 when they work with a partner. 

● Let go:  Circulate around the room and make sure students are creating their monsters, attending 
to their task, and following the established expectations. 

● Listen actively:  When questioning students make sure to be actively listening.  Be careful to 
only encourage students to make their own creations and do not provide suggestions on how they 
should be making their monsters. 

● Provide appropriate support:  Ask students any of the following questions as they are working: 
o What can you tell me about the monster you are creating? 
o Do you have enough blocks? 
o Do you need more blocks?  Which kind do you need? 
o Do you have extra blocks?  Can you think of a way to use them? 
o Is this the monster you visualized in your mind? 
o Have you made changes to your original idea? 

● Provide worthwhile extensions:  If students finish early they can be encouraged to make a pet 
for their monster or a monster friend for their monster.  Discuss how many more shapes they 
would need.  To encourage writing, they could name their monster and write a story about an 
adventure their monster could participate in. 

 
After: In this portion of the lesson, students should work as a community of learners, discussing, 
justifying, and challenging various solutions to the problem all have just worked on. Here is where much 
of the learning will occur. It is critical to plan sufficient time for a discussion and make sure the During 
portion does not go on for too long. Describe how you will accomplish each of the following: 

● Promote a mathematical community of learners:  Discuss the successes and struggles the 
students had when creating their monsters.  Discuss the pattern blocks they had available and 
whether or not they had the appropriate amount.  Do not share the monsters with the class, they 
need to use them for an activity for Day 2.  Review the names of the shapes and the colors of the 
shapes so the students can try to use the names of the shapes for Day 2. 



● Listen actively without evaluation: Today the teacher will be a listener and will not discuss the 
monsters created.  This piece will be covered in the lesson for Day 2.  

● Make connections:  See Day 2 for this portion.  
● Summarize main ideas:  Review how all monsters can look different and review the colors and 

shapes used to create the monsters. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT 

 
Observe: The Day 1 assessment is observed in the monsters created.  The mathematical conversations 
will be assessed on Day 2. 
 
Ask: Specific questions were asked during this lesson. 
 
 
THE LESSON 
DAY 2 
 
Before:  
● Activate prior knowledge: Discuss the monsters that were created the previous day.  Explain 

that today they are going to use their monsters to play a matching game with a partner.  This is a 
top secret game so they need to remember NOT to let their partner see their monster until the end 
of the game.  They need to leave their monster face down on the floor/table until it is time to use 
it. 

● Be sure the problem is understood:  Explain that today they are going to describe their monster 
to their partner and their partner is going to make it on their paper with real pattern blocks.  The 
person describing their monster will need to make sure to tell their partner what color and shape 
the pieces are and where they need to put them on the paper using their positional words (i.e.  
top, bottom, left, right, above, below, etc.).  After they describe their monster and their partner 
creates it, they will then show their partner their monster and compare the two monsters.  Ask the 
following questions before sending them to work: 
○ Can you show your partner your monster? 
○ What should you do with your monster? 
○ What are some of the words you will use to describe your blocks? 
○ What are some of the positional words you will use? 
○ When do you show your partner your monster? 

● Establish clear expectations:  Explain that everyone needs to follow the rules to play this 
game.  Share that you do not expect anyone to make the monster their partner describes 
perfectly, you are watching to see who is using their math vocabulary and how they are working 
together to complete this activity.  When they complete the first monster, they will trade places 
and the other partner will describe his/her monster. 

 
 
 
 
 
During: Students will determine where they want to work with their partner, at a table or on the floor. 



Partners can be placed together or students can determine their own partners.  Each group will need their 
own monster creation, a piece of construction paper and wood or foam pattern blocks.  Partners will 
decide who goes first and who goes second.  They will each get a turn to describe and create. 
 
● Let go:  Circulate around the room and make sure students are working appropriately, using 

math vocabulary, and keeping the original monsters hidden from view. 
● Listen actively:  When questioning students make sure to be actively listening.  Be careful to 

only encourage students to make their own creations and do not provide suggestions on how they 
should be making their monsters. 

● Provide appropriate support:  Ask students any of the following questions as they are working: 
o Is it hard to follow the directions from your partner? 
o Do you know the names of all the blocks? 
o Do you need more blocks?   
o How do you feel about this monster? 
o Do you think it’s going to look like the one your partner made? 
o Are you feeling good about what you are doing? 
o Can we take a picture of the two creations to discuss later? 

● Provide worthwhile extensions:  If students finish early they can be encouraged to trade 
partners and continue doing the activity with others.  They will then need to be willing to share 
with the class if it was easier the second time or harder.  

 
 
After: In this portion of the lesson, students should work as a community of learners, discussing, 
justifying, and challenging various solutions to the problem all have just worked on. Here is where much 
of the learning will occur. It is critical to plan sufficient time for a discussion and make sure the During 
portion does not go on for too long. Describe how you will accomplish each of the following: 
 
 

● Promote a mathematical community of learners:  Discuss the successes and struggles the 
students had when describing/creating their monsters.  Share some of the monsters the students 
made- use the pictures taken to compare the original with the one made by following directions. 

● Listen actively without evaluation: Allow children to make observations and discuss what they 
notice.  Let them come up with ideas for why they may look the same or completely different.  
Do not provide specific feedback, but point out how students work together and how descriptions 
of shapes and positional words can make a difference. 

● Make connections:  These are some questions that can be asked: 
○ What do you notice is the same about these two models? 
○ What do you notice that is different? 
○ What could have happened to make the difference you see? 
○ Would it help to see the original monster?  Why? 
○ Did you start from the top or the bottom? 
○ Would it have been easier another way? 

  
● Summarize main ideas:  Review how all monsters can look different and review the colors and 

shapes used to create the monsters.  Discuss how important the math vocabulary is to placement 
of the shapes in order to make the exact model- without seeing the picture. 

 
ASSESSMENT 

 



Observe: Circulate and observe how the students are working together, what they are creating and the 
language they are using.  Encourage students to make sure they are using the appropriate shape names 
and positional words.  Taking pictures of the original and the model will help with assessment.  These 
can easily be taken with an iPad, by the teacher or students. 
 
Questions To Ask:  
★ What was the hardest part of this activity? 
★ What was the easiest part? 
★ Did you know what all the words meant that your partner used to tell you where to put the 

shapes? 
★ Did you know which shapes your partner wanted you to use? 
★ Were you confused with any of the words? 
★ Are you happy with your model? 
★ What was the best part about doing this activity with a partner? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


